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Specs and details of warehouse 1 raised floor type. WH1

- Warehouse size approx. 54.50X320.60 M.

- Warehouse structure is built by the reinforce concrete. 

- Floor load cap. 5,000 kgs/sqm. with epoxy coating.

- Indoor clearing height is 8.60 M., the total top roof height is 12.00M., the wide span of warehouse is clear without central column. 

- Loading and unloading by dock leveler has the raised floor +1.40M. from internal road.

- Internal road is +1.00M. from the public external road.

- Roofing structure is built by the steel truss and covered by the heat insulator and the metal sheet on top roof. 

- In-ex warehouse area is painted by the acrylic paint. 

- Both sides of windows in warehouse are completed with aluminum frame for incoming sunlight. 

- Indoor lighting are hi-bay. 

- Indoor MCB for control lighting is completed with 6 different stations. 

- Outdoor lights are covered whole area.

- Warehouse has 8 electric roller shutter doors at side with normal loading and unloading platform.

- Warehouse has 9 electric roller shutter doors with the dock leveler at rear side. 

- Service man and woman toilets are located nearby the warehouse. 

- Water supply cap. max. 100M3/H, transformer max cap. 1,000 KVA is equivalent approx 1,500A. 

- Main public hydrant inlet water pipe for fire protection has installed at the front of main building. 

- Internal hydrant pipelines are covered whole area of warehouses and hose cabinets are fixed at distance of every 48.00M. 

- Low and high voltage cables have installed underground. 

- Inlet and outlet water pipeline, telephone line, high speed internet line and etc., have installed underground. 

- Indoor wiring of cables are covered by wire-duct, cable tray and conduits for standard safety. 


